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Hal Leonard Publishing Corporation, 2006. Mixed media product. Condition: New. Language:
English . This book usually ship within 10-15 business days and we will endeavor to dispatch orders
quicker than this where possible. Brand New Book. (Music Minus One). Rachmaninov s composition
teacher, famed Russian composer Anton Arensky, wrote these lovely and simple piano duets which
run the gamut of emotion in true Russian Romantic style. Stravinsky s wonderful dances round out
this charming album with a tongue-in-cheek pair of parts, one extremely easy, the other a dizzying
rhythmic joke! Stravinsky loved these three pieces so much that he later orchestrated them as Nos.
1-3 of his Suite No. 2 for small orchestra. A must-have for the less advanced student who wants to
play luscious Russian Romantic music! Includes complete printed music score with both primo and
secondo piano parts, and a compact disc featuring the duets in two formats: split-channel stereo
with secondo part on the left channel, primo on the right, so you can play either part; and then
again with just the secondo part in stereo so you can perform the primo part alongside. Performed
by Sondra Bianca, piano Accompaniment: Harriet Wingreen, piano.
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ReviewsReviews

Here is the greatest publication i have study till now. I was able to comprehended every thing using this written e pdf. I am pleased to explain how here is
the greatest pdf i have study within my own lifestyle and might be he best pdf for ever.
-- Leopold Moore-- Leopold Moore

A very awesome publication with perfect and lucid information. It is probably the most awesome book i have read. You may like how the author publish
this pdf.
-- Dr. Celia Howell DVM-- Dr. Celia Howell DVM
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